
  

Eton College King’s Scholarship Examination 

GENERAL I – SOURCES FOR QUESTION 1 

Source 1: 1st example of a possible General I King’s Scholarship Paper Question 1 

 

 Look at Figures A and B below, and answer the following questions: 

a) The oil on canvas piece in Figure A, dating from 1928–29, is a painting by the Belgian 

surrealist painter René Magritte. There is some debate over the correct translation of 

Magritte’s title, with some English critics calling the painting ‘The Treachery of Images’ 
and others ‘The Treason of Images’. Does it matter which we use when referring to the 
painting?           [5] 

 

b) Given that the French ‘Ceci n’est pas une pipe’ translates as ‘This is not a pipe’, what does 
Magritte’s painting depict?        [8] 

 

c) Later in his career, in 1966, Magritte painted the piece below (Figure B). What might his 

reasons for doing so have been?       [12] 

 

 

Figure A:  
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Figure B:  
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Source 2: 2nd example of a possible General I King’s Scholarship Paper Question 1 

 

 Look at Extracts i) and ii) below, and answer the following questions: 

a) Read Extract i) from an article by Adrian Chen appearing in The New Yorker online (May 9 

2016). Why do you think people are keen to establish the identity of the inventor/inventors? 

           [5] 

 

b) Read Extract ii). Why do you think the general public might be unwilling to use bitcoin as 

their main currency?          [8] 

 

c) Given the information in both Extract i) and Extract ii), do you think that bitcoin is likely to 

surpass the GB Pound or US Dollar as the main currency in the future? Provide reasons for 

your argument.          [12] 

 

Extract i): from an article by Adrian Chen appearing in The New Yorker online (May 9 2016) 

 

 
We Need to Know Who Satoshi Nakamoto Is 

 

The Australian entrepreneur Craig Wright’s announcement last week that he is Satoshi Nakamoto, the creator of bitcoin, was 
met with strong skepticism.  

 

The identity of Satoshi Nakamoto is one of the most compelling stories in technology. In 2008, 

Nakamoto launched bitcoin with a white paper; in 2011, he vanished. The search for Nakamoto has 

a tinge of irony: it’s an old-school mystery born in an age of Internet-enabled access to all world 

knowledge, which threatens to make the entire concept of mystery obsolete. An endless series of 

apparent misidentifications by journalists over the years has only increased the intrigue. When an 

Australian entrepreneur named Craig Wright [pictured right] came forward last week to confirm 

that he is Nakamoto, his name trended for hours on Twitter and his face was on the front page of 

Web sites around the world. 

 

Amid the ensuing torrent of skepticism, Wright pulled a Nakamoto. He disappeared without delivering on a promise to 

provide “extraordinary proof” of his identity. He deleted his blog and replaced it with an apology, writing that he didn’t “have 
the courage” to continue to try to prove his case. 
 

 

Extract ii):  

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and a payment system invented by an unidentified programmer, or group of 

programmers. ‘Cryptocurrency’ means a medium of exchange like normal currencies, but designed for the 
purpose of exchanging digital information through a process made possible by certain principles of 

cryptography (the practice and study of techniques for secure communication). Unlike normal currencies like 

the GB pound or the US dollar, bitcoin does not exist in any physical or tangible form.  

 

 

 

 

 



GENERAL I – SOURCES FOR QUESTION 3 

 

Source 3: 

Meaning Nominative Locative 

university univerzita univerzitě 

cinema kino kině / kinu 

theatre divadlo divadlu / divadle 

Prague Praha Praze 

factory továrna továrně 

Slovakia Slovensko Slovensku 

school škola škole 

Pilsen Plzeň Plzni 

question otázka otázce 

France Francie Francii 

Italian Ital Italovi / Italu 

market trh trhu 

car auto autu / autě 

window okno okně / oknu 

dog pes psu / psovi 

person člověk člověku / člověkovi 

bus autobus autobusu 

republic republika republice 

work práce práci 

computer počítač počítači 

roof střecha střeše 

fly moucha  mouše  

 

 

 



Source 4: 

Pre-Revolutionary Russian English 

 

odna starai͡a babushka 

 

one old grandmother 

 

dvi͡e staryi͡a babushki 

 

two old grandmothers 

 

odin’’ khoroshīĭ ts͡ar’ 

 

one good tsar 

 

odin’’ staryĭ di͡edushka 

 

one old grandfather 

 

dva starykh’’ di͡edushki 

 

two old grandfathers 

 

pi͡at’ starykh’’ babushek’’ 

 

five old grandmothers 

 

shest’ starykh’’ di͡edushek’’ 

 

six old grandfathers 

 

tri bi͡elykh’’ stola  

 

three white chairs 

 

odin’’ zelёnyĭ li͡es’’ 

 

one green forest 

 

dva zelёnykh’’ li͡esa 

 

two green forests 

 

tri khoroshikh’’ t͡sari͡a 

 

three good tsars  

 

tri khoroshīi͡a ts͡arit͡sy 

 

three good tsarinas  

 

mnogīe starye di͡edushki  

 

many old grandfathers 

 


